
A special message of thanks and appreciation to Her Excellency Mrs. Dominique Ouattara, First 
Lady of Côte d' Ivoire and President of the  National Oversight Committee of Actions Against 
Trafficking, Exploitation and Child Labor We, Social Workers from the localities of: 
 
DALOA ; ISSIA ; DIVO ; LAKOTA ; DUEKOUE ; BLOLÉQUIN ; GUIGLO ; 
TOULEPLEU ; OUMÉ ; GAGNOA ; ABENGOUROU ; AGNIBILÉKROU ; 
YAMOUSSOUKRO ; ABOISSO ; MAFERE ; BOUAKÉ ; BONDOUKOU ; SANDEGUE ; 
BOUNA ; DIMBOKRO ; SOUBRE ; BUYO ; MAN ; DANANÉ ; SAN PEDRO ; 
MEAGUI ; DABAKALA ; KORHOGO ; BONGOUANOU ; BOUAFLE ; MANKONO ; 
ADZOPE , KATIOLA ABIDJAN, from basic structures and  Regional Department of The 
State Ministry, Ministry of Employment, Social Affairs and Vocational Training and of the 
Ministry of Solidarity, Family, Women and Children. 
 
Very honored by the invitation of the First Lady of Côte d' Ivoire, Mrs. Dominique Ouattara, 
President of the National Oversight Committee of Actions Against Trafficking, Exploitation 
and Child Labor to take part from September 16th to September 17th, 2013, in the workshop of 
capacity building in the fight against trafficking and the worst forms of child labor at The 
Hotel Belle Côte of Abidjan Riviera Palmerais,  
 
Would like to formally send her our warmest thanks for the good conditions of stay and work 
we have enjoyed,  
 
Affirm our interest in this workshop which allowed us to expand our knowledge and acquire 
the tools and strategies needed to the effective conduct of our actions on the ground in the 
fight against child labor, 
 
Would like to express our encouragement for her exceptional commitment 
and her personal involvement in the fight against trafficking and the worst forms 
of child labor in our country, 
 
Mark our full support for her actions and our commitment to work to ensure the expected 
success. 
 

Done at Abidjan, September 17th, 2013 
 

The Social Workers 
 


